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From Mike 
 

Many of the companies and business people I have worked 
with over the years, have said that my work has set their 
results on a new trajectory, a much desired, results creating, 
money making trajectory. I’m very proud of this! It’s 
tremendously satisfying to know that my work helps people 
create more success, and, that’s why on my 
website www.mikebyron.co you’ll see that I brand myself as 
creating industry experts one video at a time. 

When Chris Styles, who co-presents The Success Show, 
Africa’s only business and life success focused talk radio show, 
approach me to conduct an in-depth interview on what I do 
visual communication wise, I jumped at the opportunity. I 
realized that what I knew would benefit business people, 
especially small business owners and start up entrepreneurs 
and so together with Chris, I’ve shaped that interview into this 
easy-to-read, informative book. 

What follows are my explanations or answers if you will, to 29 
questions posed to me. Answers which will help you 
understand why your business has to have video and visual 
communication as a prioritized strategic play. I’ve been told by 
my network that I’m an expert at using video to position 
others as industry experts, and given this, I’d be only too 
delighted to help you to achieve that expert status too! 

Having worked with experts from many different industries 
over the past 30 years, I know what works and what doesn’t, 
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what constitutes good visual communication spend and what 
is squandered spend, and goodness me there’s enough of 
that. 

I do so look forward to meeting you at my production studios 
and planning your online video success over one of my great 
cups of coffee. If you’d like me to come and speak to your 
professional network or at one of your business related events 
on why video will deliver more business success, all you have 
to do is give me a call. 

 

To your expert success! 

 

 

Mike Byron 

September 2014, South Africa 

 

Contact Mike: 

Mobile: +27 71 632 4993 
Email: mike@mikebyron.co  
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The Spotlight on Mike Byron 

Journey to Success 

 

Question 1: Mike you’re widely regarded as one of South 
Africa’s top creative directors and a number of years ago you 
founded Astral Studios. You’re also the creative director who 
is used when many of the top local and international 
entrepreneurial success events happen here in South Africa. 
How did you get to do what you do today, tell us about your 
journey to success? 

 

Chris, as a young boy I grew up in Athens and was always 
drawing and sketching. Cartoons amazed me and I was 
fascinated at how a cartoon was put together, how it was 
drawn, frame by frame if you will. As you well know, when you 
grow up everyone tells you to get a job, so I did exactly what 
everyone thought I should be doing, I went off to Technicon to 
study electronic engineering. I enjoyed this to a certain degree 
and when done studying, I started out at Panasonic. 

All in all I spent about nine years at Panasonic. Whilst there, 
something was always bubbling inside me and whatever it 
was, it had its roots in frustration because what I was doing, 
was just not allowing my creative juices to flow strongly 
enough. I couldn’t connect with the world creatively enough. 
What I was doing was all technical and although I enjoyed the 
work, something was missing. 

I worked my way through the ranks and eventually moved 
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from the technical department into training where I became 
responsible for running training programmes around South 
Africa. Management caught on to the fact that I have good 
skills when communicating with people, and so they thought I 
would be a very good candidate to grow as a marketer. 

This transition brought me squarely into marketing. One of the 
very first things I had to do was to manage a product launch, a 
product promotion, around close circuit television. This launch 
was to be done using video. This project allowed me to I get 
very involved again with the arts and made me realize what 
had been missing in my world, where that empty hole lay. I 
now knew what I needed to do to fill that hole. 

So, over weekends I started to go to events to do the filming 
and through Panasonic, I successfully ran a number of 
workshops which taught people how to use their cameras 
properly. My technical know-how now served me very well as 
I knew how to strip a camera, put it back together and fine 
tune it for best results. In those days you could do that, 
however nowadays it’s impossible as equipment is made up of 
many modular bits and pieces so you never repair a camera 
anymore, you merely replace it. I loved working with cameras, 
with lighting and when behind the camera, you had to pay 
massive attention to detail in order to get what you were 
filming, just right. I’m a detail person and so I found this 
creative work massively fulfilling. Understanding the 
equipment as I did gave me a distinct advantage over others, 
as did understanding all the accessories which went with this 
equipment. 
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I soon realized that I really wanted to go out and build a 
company of my own, one which made use of video and which 
would allow people and companies to communicate their 
message better and in a cost effective way too. Given my 
technical knowledge and my creative mind, I was soon able to 
come up with an affordable solution in order to address this 
need of mine and so I made a decision and took a bold step in 
to the unknown world of being my own boss. 

I resigned from Panasonic in 1991. This was a huge step as 
most of you will know, because once you’ve reached a 
reasonably senior position in a large corporate company 
you’re rather comfortable money wise, your vehicle is paid off 
and you really don’t have too many worries. When you decide 
to go it on your own, all of a sudden you now have to go out 
there and do it for yourself. 

Has it been an easy road since 1991? No. Have there been 
many times when I almost threw in the towel? Yes, often! Is 
Astral Studios today a massively successful and well respected 
business? Yes and we work every day with people who are at 
the top of their game, industry experts! What has this journey 
taught me? You have to love what you do and do what you 
love and with persistence and a never say die attitude, comes 
success, guaranteed. 
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Starting Astral Studios 

 

Question 2: When you mention the name of the company you 
had worked for, which was Panasonic, one immediately 
understands that you were working for a global megabrand. 
Now you ‘upped-and-offed’ from your safe and secure job to 
start your own small business! As you look back over the 
years what were some of the massive lessons as a result of 
this? 

 

In a large corporate, truth is you’re really just a small cog in a 
much bigger, more complex, wheel. There are people to do 
this for you and people to do that for you and so you really 
only have to just do your job, as anything outside your job has 
a team of people at hand to help you. When you go in to 
business for yourself, this all changes and only those who have 
made this transition will understand what I’m on about. 

As I reflect, there were a number of things which I hadn’t taken 
into account when starting my business. For example, I am 
absolutely brilliant at making videos but all of a sudden I now 
had to manage my company’s finances too and keep an ever 
watchful eye on cashflow and expenses. I had to answer my 
own phone, set up administrative processes and procedures 
and get my own sales and marketing done too. 

I soon discovered that there were not enough hours in the day 
to take care of all this and so I had to make certain changes. I 
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had to get help which would free me up to do what I am 
brilliant at and so that’s exactly what I did. Was it easy to make 
this transition? No, because it meant bringing people on board 
and then having to trust them enough to leave them alone so 
that they can get on with what it is that they’ve been hired to 
do. I think this is where a lot of small business owners really 
struggle in the early days as unless you free yourself up to do 
what really brings in the money, you get so bogged down with 
other administrative matters that soon you’re being wholly 
ineffective and not making any money at all. 
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For small business 

 

Question 3: When I look at a lot of small businesses today, 
and when I pay their website a visit, I may be lucky to find 
one video about what they do. What are small business 
owners missing? Why don’t most small businesses actively 
make use of video to attract more business, more clients and 
more money? 

 

That’s a great question Chris. Before I jump headlong into 
answering this, let me explain to you why video plays such an 
important role when it comes to building a brand atmosphere. 
This is massively important as few people understand what 
brand atmosphere is. 

Firstly, a business is defined by the strength of its brand. Every 
company, whether large or small, has a brand; this is the way 
in which consumers perceive the company. Understand that 
one of the most important parts to building a brand is creating 
a visual scheme for that specific brand. Next, a key part to 
building a brand is consistency. 

What makes a brand memorable is when absolutely every 
customer, irrespective of who they are, always experiences 
exactly the same service from you. You want people to know 
exactly what to expect when they do business with you, from 
customer service, to sales, to pricing. 

So, one of the most important considerations you will have to 
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make when it comes to developing a consistent brand image, 
is the visual appeal of your brand. You want a visual scheme 
and by this I mean a logo, colours etc. that whenever people 
see it they will instantly associate it with your brand and its 
value proposition. To illustrate this point, let me give you a 
real-life business example of how important the use of ‘visual’ 
appeal is to a company. I want to cover a situation where the 
smallest change in a product completely changed the public’s 
perception. 

You may recall that a couple of years back, Coca Cola released 
a product known as ‘clear Cola’. Now, this product was pretty 
much exactly the same as standard cola, which means it tasted 
much the same. Do you see clear Cola anywhere on the 
shelves today? No you do not. Why? Because people veered 
away from it. It was not the colour they were used to; what 
they wanted was a Cola drink that was coloured black. It did 
not matter that this ‘new’ version tasted the same, it was not 
what they were used to and so this experiment didn’t work 
and cost them a whole lot of money. 

Secondly, when you are crafting your brand you will need to 
think about something known as your visual brand language. 
This extends far beyond just design and colour scheme. It 
includes everything from colour, to shape, to the fonts you 
use, the way in which you use these design elements, and even 
the overall finish of your products or logo. All this works 
together to communicate the message of your business. It is 
designed to reflect the personality of your business too. For 
example, if you owned a ‘fun loving’ type company then it is 
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likely that you would use bright colors and interesting, playful 
shapes. This type of brand language would not work well for 
an accounting practice now would it? 

If you’ve never given any thought to this, here’s a tip from me. 
Take a little look at what other successful companies are doing 
visual brand language wise, in your industry. This will give you 
an idea of the way in which you could focus your brand 
atmosphere. Whilst it may be tempting to do things a little 
more unique from the norm, you should not sway too far from 
the ideals of your industry. When something works, there’s a 
reason for this and trying to reinvent the wheel brand 
language wise for your industry could cost you dearly long 
term. 

Thirdly, understand that one of the most important elements 
for you to get rich, is your logo. This is probably one of the 
trickiest things to design and if you get this wrong then the sad 
news is visually, you’ve started your business wrong. 
Absolutely everything about your company needs to be 
included in your logo. You need to showcase what your brand 
promise is, and people need to instantly understand what your 
brand personality is telling them about you. Your company 
logo forms the foundation of absolutely everything else about 
the visual look of your company, so be prepared to get expert 
help because when you get your logo right, you are onto a 
winner and if you get it wrong, you’ll eventually find out, but 
only once you’ve got to the point where you’re scratching your 
head wondering where all the clients are, as they’re mostly 
missing in action for you! 
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Fourthly, I have worked with many entrepreneurs who only 
start to bring in visual branding experts later on in the life of 
their business. This is a shocking mistake to make. You need 
people to link your visual branding to your business very early 
on in its life. If you leave it too late then that ‘connection’ may 
never be made and this will cost you sales and revenue. Get 
this in to your business brain right now as a key success lesson. 
The sooner you get brilliant visual branding in to your 
business, the better, and if you don’t know how, talk to an 
expert like me, as that’s what I do every day of my life! 

Finally, what I still find today is that small business tends to 
find video intimidating. It’s generally perceived as something 
which only big corporates do and can afford, however, 
through technological developments, the internet and course 
social media, the playing field has been leveled and small 
business can actively compete with big business if they create 
a plan to do so. 

Today everyone in business can and must communicate using 
video. Video is no longer just for corporates. Yes many years 
back video was the domain of large corporates, television 
channels and media houses and this created the false 
perception that this was not something which small 
businesses could make use to market themselves above the 
line. If you’re a small business owner and you want to get the 
edge over others in your industry right now, then know this 
indelible truth, video will help you achieve this and given 
where business communication is headed, the sooner you get 
in to the game and use video to promote what you do, the 
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better! 
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Cash strapped thinking 

 

Question 4: Let’s take a hypothetical situation. I’m starting a 
new business which means that I’m cash strapped. I am well 
aware that I have to put a great website together and have 
an online presence, however my focus is on income, on sales, 
on generating new business, and not on what I might deem 
unnecessary spend, like video. What advice do you have for 
business owners who find themselves in exactly this position 
right now? 

 

This is a question I am often asked and to answer it requires 
that I spend some time educating you as to why you will 
always derive tremendous benefits from a video and why it’s 
important for business people to get over the paradigm that 
video is bad spend. It is in fact good spend and the sooner you 
get your head around this, the better as great videos make you 
money. By the time I’m done with thoroughly answering this 
question, what you will be asking yourself, is not: “Can I afford 
to use video to grow my business?” But rather, “Can I afford 
to not use video to grow my business?” 

Let’s get started. The world’s population grows every day. By 
the year 2030 there will be around 8 billion people and the 
upshot of this is massively increased competition in business 
and for business. Everyone out there is after a piece of your 
wallet and whether you are aware of it or not, everybody is 
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selling something to you all the time. Every day new goods and 
services are finding their way in to the market place. It is 
literally swamped with sales and marketing messages wanting 
you to buy. So, in order to generate new clients you firstly have 
to get to them, you’ve got to communicate with them and 
you’ve got to market to them. 

Many small business owners complain that there is just not 
enough time in the day to get to everything and everyone and 
that the greatest challenge they have, besides having to do 
everything in the business themselves, is finding clever ways 
to duplicate themselves. 

Here’s the thing, using video, you will get to communicate 
with many people at once, and get your message to a lot more 
places, faster. Then, using social media, you can take your 
video message to hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of 
people, at the push of a button. Video allows you to be in 
business 24x7x365. 

Many business owners still have a struggle understanding why 
video is so powerful and that it is a must have for your business 
right now and in to the future too. In order to help you 
understand why I say this, let me pose ten key questions to 
you and provide you with a supporting answer to each, 
answers which will explain why I am adamant that without 
video, you’re on the fast-track to extinction. 

Point 1: Does your product or service require explanation? 

Most businesses develop a feature-rich product with many 
uses. Maybe to you the benefits of your product are clear 
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however to most people these are not immediately clear. 
Would you say that it is easy for your target audience to 
visualize themselves using your tool/goods/services? Most 
truthful answers to this question are, no. Enter videos which 
educate and explain in simple language and powerful visuals, 
what you do and how what you do, benefits others, how you 
solve others’ problems. These videos take all the guesswork 
out of your product or service. With an online video your 
website visitors no longer have to wonder if your product is 
the right fit for them, how it works or what benefits it affords 
them. Everything is clearly laid out in an explanation video so 
your prospects can see, hear and understand your offer 
without misunderstandings or overlooking important 
information. 

Point 2: Did you know that visitors to your website are 
impatient? 

Your website visitors need to quickly understand what you do. 
You have just seconds to grab their attention and explain what 
you do without them losing interest and clicking away to other 
sites. Videos are like the online version of your product’s 
elevator pitch. They convey the most important information in 
a concise, interesting way so that your web visitors 
immediately know what you are offering and how it relates to 
them. When you save your visitors time, they are likely to 
reward you with their attention and appreciation, and often 
their business and loyalty. Best of all, if they love what you 
present and how you present it, they’ll want to share it with 
their co-workers and friends; they become your brand 
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ambassadors and they work for you word-of-mouth wise. 

Point 3: Do your clients easily remember and recall your 
product? 

With so much information competing for our attention every 
second of every day, the only way for visitors to remember 
who you are, is by engaging them with memorable content. 
Videos use a cross-section of audio, music, visuals, characters, 
humor, emotions, sound effects, animation and more to 
engage viewers and create a memorable viewing experience. 

Point 4: Every business has a website, so how do you attain 
higher search rankings? 

Videos are often the top search results and are up to 50 times 
more likely to appear on the first page of search results. Search 
engines love fresh and engaging content because it’s likely to 
be consumed, shared and liked, and video often tops the 
content list due to its social and engaging nature. 

Point 5: How do you drive conversions and sales from people 
visiting your site? 

Few small business owners know that one of the most 
important website metrics they can measure is conversion 
rate, or how many visitors are completing a desired action, like 
purchasing a product, signing up for a newsletter, or 
requesting more information. Some of the research I’ve done 
of late shows that 85% of your site’s visitors are more likely to 
buy a product once they’ve seen it properly explained in a 
video. This means that online videos are persuading and 
influencing people to make purchase decisions. What video 
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typically does, it to help answer questions and remove doubts 
from a person’s mind, leading to greater confidence in the 
product and a greater likelihood to convert interest to a sale. 

Point 6: How do you diversify your marketing for further reach 
and improved visibility? 

Adding video to your marketing arsenal immediately gives you 
greater reach and visibility. You can now attract customers 
who are more comfortable watching a quick video than 
reading through a long features list or even a boring blog. Let’s 
just call it as it is here, not many blogs are anything but boring! 
Plus, video is fun to watch! Importantly, video allows you to 
appeal to a broader demographic and extend the reach of your 
marketing efforts, that’s why most marketers who are worth 
their salt, are always adding new videos to their site! 

Point 7: How do I get more website traffic? 

Videos attract viewers, simple as that. In addition to the 
organic search engine benefits, viewers share the videos they 
like and talk about them. Sharing generates interest about you 
which drives traffic to you. If your aim is to bring more traffic 
to your website, then a video that gets people talking could be 
exactly what you’re after. Having produced thousands of 
videos, I know what to do to get people talking about you and 
your business! 

Point 8: How do you effectively showcase and amplify your 
brand personality? 

Yet again, by using video! I really hope by now you’re starting 
to understand that without video you’re not even in the game! 
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A video is often the missing link in forming that human 
connection with your customers. There are people on both 
ends of a transaction, and even though technology is the 
enabler, everyone needs to hear a human voice, or see an 
actual person using a product to be able to relate to it. With 
online video, your brand can choose to approach customers 
the same way you would if you met them physically – a warm 
handshake, eye contact, a genuine smile – all these emotions 
can, to some extent, be conveyed via a live action video. 

Point 9: Do you want to gain much more exposure on social 
media platforms? 

Videos encourage sharing, or at least they should do as that’s 
how I always create my clients’ videos. Since social media is 
the new SEO, it’s important to get your video seen by as many 
people as possible. Social media sharing adds social proof to 
your video. That means if people see that their friends like 
your video, it can bolster confidence in your product, brand or 
both. Social proof is all about the amount of likes, shares, 
tweets, votes, etc that your video gets and is a wonderful way 
to spread your video organically. The moment people begin to 
like what you do, they’ll attract the attention of others who 
didn’t know what you do and so your circle of influence grows! 

Point 10. How do you interact with people who want my goods 
and services in such a way that you’re not boring! 

Easy! Even the most boring industries (like insurance or 
finance) can liven up their product offer with a video. I love 
using animation to bring life to dry subjects and over the years, 
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projects I’ve led where we’ve used animation to do exactly 
this, have delivered brilliant results. 
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Power of Visuals 

 

Question 5: Gosh Mike that really spun my head as to why 
video is a must for people who are serious about their 
businesses. Now I’ve often heard it said that a picture is 
worth a 1000 words and videos really are just lots and lots of 
pictures, so from this I am deducing that a video must be 
worth well over a thousand words. Is this true or is all this 
just online marketer hype, fabricating the truth to drive their 
interests? 

 

Chris, let’s be very clear on this. A one minute video is 
worth1.8 million words, that’s right, 1.8 million words. You 
may recall the 1979 song “Video killed the Radio Star,” which 
declared the demise of radio and ushered us if you will, in to 
the era of music videos. More than three decades later, video 
is swiftly replacing the written word. Think of it this way: 

• 1 picture = 1000 words 
• 1 second of video = 30 frames per second 
• 60 seconds = 1 minute 
• 1 frame = 1 picture 

So: 

• 30 pictures per second x 1000 words = 30000 words 
per second 

• 60 seconds x 30000 words / sec = 1.8 million words! 
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• Therefore, video on the rise 

By 2015, according to eMarketer.com, 76% of the world’s 
online audience, or roughly 200 million people, will be viewing 
video on a regular basis. Face it, as much as we like the written 
word, videos are more powerful than words simply because 
people think visually. Why so? 

When we read, our minds convert printed scribbles into visual 
images that we encode with emotion and remember. When 
information comes directly in the form of an image rather than 
words, our minds can grasp more and make more connections 
because we do not have to engage in any word -image 
translation. In a single frame, therefore, a video can deliver the 
same amount of information as three pages of text. Has that 
got you thinking differently? I certainly hope so! 

Now, let’s just put things back in to perspective again shall we? 
Video is unlikely to entirely erase the written word just as it 
didn’t entirely replace radio. What video is, is a 
complementary, more vigorous and direct means of 
communicating with people. The inherent strength of the 
visual medium and the ever-vanishing technological barriers 
to its creation, has powerful implications for businesses 
around the globe and business owners need to take advantage 
of what video offers them. 

While consumers still prefer learning by reading, the number 
of individuals who use YouTube and videos to learn or find out 
more about a specific topic, product or service is rapidly 
ascending. Consequently, creating and posting videos has 
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become a key strategy for any company, whether large or 
small, to build and consolidate an effective online presence. 

Marketers around the globe have embraced the use of videos 
as a vital component of their overall marketing strategy. 
They’ve done this by making available to their key audiences 
short, attractive and informative videos which convey their 
expertise and achieve a series of key strategic goals, builds 
credibility, promotes brand awareness, enhances Search 
Engine Optimization and, most importantly, boosts sales. 

At this juncture let me stress this important fact. Videos don’t 
sell exclusively to mass consumers, but also to senior 
executives. According to a Forbes Insights report, over 80% of 
the surveyed senior executives declared that they watch more 
videos today than a year ago, while 65% of senior decision- 
makers reported visiting a vendor’s website after watching 
their video. 75% of the survey participants indicated that they 
watch work-related videos at least weekly while younger 
executives (those under 40) stated they are more likely to 
make a purchase decision based on a video alone. Simply put, 
video provides a one-stop shop for information that reduces 
the need to navigate to other sites and keeps the user engaged 
until he/she is ready to act on an embedded call-to -action. 

I close the answer to this question by boldly saying this: 
business owners who have not given videos a chance should  

reconsider their decision, as the returns generated by a great 
video, like the ones I create, far outweigh the cost. 
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Takes more than one 

 

Question 6: After spending a few days with you and 
understanding what you do to create industry experts and 
more business success, I was shocked to learn from you that 
one video doesn’t really do the job, that it’s not one size fits 
all. What I did learn from you however, was that if you want 
the job done properly you absolutely have to have more than 
one video. Do you think business owners know this or are 
most under the false illusion that one video is enough? 

 

That question is really going to open a can of worms, so here 
goes. Most business owners are very good in their chosen field 
of expertise. In order to effectively communicate what you do, 
you must initially speak more to your customer’s needs than 
to your product. If you don’t get this right, you’ll lose them 
right away. 

Someone, preferably a professional like me, needs to see 
them, your customers that is, from the outside and position 
your business, and script your message in such a way that it 
makes what you’re advertising or selling, relevant. By doing 
this, you have now won the headspace of your target audience 
and you’re communicating the right messages to it. 

Given this, a one video strategy is weak and won’t serve you 
well for long. Every video must have a specific purpose and 
that’s why I have created a six step video strategy which does 
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work, which gets you what you want. Let me explain... 

When you go on to Google to search for something, invariably 
you’ll type in a question around a topic of interest for you at 
that specific moment – e.g. how do I make more money or 
how do I create more business success or how do I brand my 
business for more clients? 

If you have created a valuable, information rich video around 
this subject then you’re in the game and chances are, you’ll 
get noticed. If you don’t have a video then face it, you’re not 
even in the online game. 

So, Step One is about my helping you to use great video 
content to create awareness, to get into the online game so 
that you can hook people who are interested in, and searching 
for, your content. 

After viewing this video, what happens next in the mind of the 
viewer? They want to know who you are! That’s right, they’re 
curious about you and so they want to know more. 

Step Two is where I help you, using video, to establish a 
powerful personal connection with the viewer. This video is all 
about you, your why and it’s a critically important piece in the 
video success puzzle. Why? Because people buy from people! 
Need I say more? 

Now that you’ve established a personal connection with the 
viewer, what’s the next step, where to now? 

Enter Step Three which is all about my helping you establish 
professional credibility with the viewer. This is a qualifying 
video because it cleverly qualifies you with the viewer. It builds 
trust and begins to establish your business relevance. 

At this point in the process, through video, the viewer has 
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developed a personal connection with you and understands 
that he or she can trust you and what you do. 

What’s next? 

Now you introduce your products and service. That’s right, in 
Step Four, the video is all about you, your story, what you do 
and how you do it. It’s about how you magically add value to 
people who require your professional expertise or company’s 
products and solutions. 

Having viewed this video, the only question which will be 
rattling around in the viewer’s mind is : Are you really as good 
as what you say you are? 

And this brings about the curtain call for Step Five, which is 
your testimonial video. This video has other people doing the 
heavy lifting and hard work for you, selling you and your 
products and services through sharing how what you do 
worked for them, and, what the benefit of this was. This 
moves the viewer from being a curious and interested party, 
to a most valued client. Game over, all thanks to video! 

Always remember that the most valuable customer ever is the 
one you already have, so you have to keep adding love and 
value into the life and business of your existing client, else they 
soon move from most valued, to most forgotten and then on 
to someone else. 

To prevent this horrible client migration and unwanted 
revenue leakage from happening to you, the final step in this 
process, Step Six, is where I will help you create a video which 
ensures client retention. Understand, for this to be effective, 
it has to be an ongoing process through which you 
communicate valuable information to your clients which 
keeps you relevant and top of mind with them. 
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That’s it – that’s my Six Step Video Strategy and this is how I 
create industry experts one video at a time. What I love about 
it is its simple and effective and it works. What you’ll love 
about it, is it gets new clients and money coming to you and 
then helps you keep their spend! 
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It’s about the system 

 

Question 7: Mike, let’s pause for a moment and get very clear 
on this please. What you’re telling me is that there is a very 
definite system around how to create more success using 
video, yes? And if yes, then lets dig into how you believe 
video bolsters public relations- and marketing related 
business activities? 

 

Yes Chris, that’s exactly what I said, there is a system and 
unless a system is used you’re merely hoping or wishing that 
your video will work, which is a far cry from knowing that your 
video will work! The second part of your question is rather 
complicated, so let me explain how video enables marketing 
and then how video helps with PR. 

Here are 7 great reasons why video enables marketing 
activities 

Reason 1: Gives you more return on Investment 

Adding quality videos to any online marketing campaign will 
significantly improve results. Why? Because video increases 
dwell rate on advertisements by 20% and dwell time by %100. 
Video also significantly improves brand favourability, aids 
brand awareness and drives up purchase intent. Finally, video 
with rich media adverts will always outperform traditional 
static display adverts. 
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Reason 2: Gives you more traction 

85% of people online consume an average of 10 hours of video 
a month online and this number continues to grow every 
month. Video has taken root on the internet to the point 
where visitors to websites are now looking for video content 
first. 

Reason 3. Gives you greater engagement 

Video is simply the best way to keep visitors to your site 
engaged and is also the best way to engage people with your 
brand. Time-on-page and time-on-site numbers increase 
when you add video. Images, podcasts, polls, charts and 
graphics are all great but nothing engages a website visitor 
more effectively than a classy, well-constructed video. 

Reason 4: Marketers love video 

According to a survey by Marketing Sherpa, video marketing is 
the top priority for marketers, ahead of SEO, PPC, social 
media, email marketing and all other online marketing tactics. 
When asked to rank various online marketing priorities, video 
almost always ranks as the top priority. 

Reason 5: Takes you everywhere 

Video will become as ubiquitous as text on the web. What I’ve 
seen happening over the last year is this incredible growth in 
the number of organizations and corporations, of all types, of 
all industries, of all sectors of societies, embracing video to 
enhance what they are doing on the web. This is only the 
beginning for video on the web. 
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Reason 6: What marketing predictions say 

Each year hundreds of blogs and articles are reviewed to 
summarize the predictions of leading marketing experts. 
Topping the list every time is the growth and dominance of 
video. 

Reason 7: SEO 

Type in ‘Video’ and ‘SEO’ in Google and you will discover many 
articles explaining how video can improve your SEO results. 
This means Google is prioritizing video in its search algorithm. 
Not only will video help promote your products and services 
online it can also help those products and services get found 
online. 

 

Now, let’s take a look at ten ways in which video drives PR 

Reason 1: Bolster your press releases 

Assuming that your press release is genuinely newsworthy; 
adding video to the package increases its impact and widens 
opportunities for exposure. Here’s how you can do this: 

• Video that’s clearly aligned to the story of the 
press release can reinforce core messages in 
an engaging way 

• Video is easy to share – blogs, micro-blogs, 
forums and viral emails spread information 
and create a buzz about a story 

• Video attracts attention from search engines, 
especially when supported by a keyword-rich 
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title and a paragraph about its content 

Reason 2: Video news releases 

A Video News Release is a press release in video format. 
Usually running 90-seconds, it’s distributed to television 
stations for airing in news programs. Quality content, striking 
footage and strong interviews are a must. A VNR is worthwhile 
if you have a launch, event or new research findings to 
publicize. The key is that the story must be newsworthy! 

Reason 3: A promotional tool on your website or blog 

Alert clients & business prospects to new video content on 
your website or blog. There are myriad ways in which it can be 
used to showcase the credentials of an effective, creative PR 
business; or to create a likeable personality for the company: 

• Upload a show reel of recent, impressive 
campaigns 

• Conduct short interviews to introduce key 
personnel 

• Create a video tour of your company office 
• Post video testimonials from existing clients 
• Create “how to…” videos that demonstrate 

your expertise 

Reason 4: Create WOW moments 

Want a powerful opener to a conference? A dramatic montage 
for awards ceremonies? An eye-popping attraction at a road 
show or launch? Video brings an extra dimension, WOW 
moments, to events; creating instant kudos for a brand, 
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product or service, presenting information & emotion in a 
cinematic package. The video can be transformed into other 
life forms afterwards — such as a DVD show reel or webcast. 

Reason 5: Video gives you guerrilla business advantage 

YouTube is chock full of guerrilla marketing ads, the best of 
which attract attention from newspapers and TV news, as well 
as enhancing the page ranking of featured brands’ websites. 
Making a video and uploading it to YouTube is relatively 
cheap, but the exposure for your product or message can be 
amazing. 

Reason 6: Bowl over potential clients 

With technology advancing every day, PowerPoint doesn’t 
look that ‘powerful’ anymore. What you’re after is a forward-
thinking approach around smarter ways to present to clients. 
Video will create the necessary ‘wow factor’. Use talking-head 
interviews, montages of news coverage, ‘mood reels’ and 
client testimonials. Instead of tables to present data, motion 
graphics bring facts & figures to life. 

Reason 7: Evaluating campaigns 

A video presentation that demonstrates business benefits 
achieved by a campaign will be the key to building an ongoing 
relationship with your client. An exciting video always leaves 
your client wanting more. 

Reason 8: Show reels 

The plasma screen in your office reception can be an advert 
for you, so use it as such. Instead of playing daytime TV, blast 
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out a show reel highlighting your best work. 

Point 9: Client bonding 

Create a video of a hospitality event you hosted for clients. 
Send it to them on a DVD after the event. The entertainment 
value will be a boost to the bonding experience between your 
and your clients. 

Point 10: A lasting record of a launch 

Video offers a who’s who of attendees and conveys the 
atmosphere of your special client occasion. Your PR team can 
utilize the film as a promotional tool to secure similar projects, 
while clients can use it to up their brand to retailers or attract 
sponsors for future events. 
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Showcase yourself 

 

Question 8: As I reflect on what you’ve said so far, and on 
what I see and experience when visiting the websites of most 
small businesses, rarely do you get to connect with, or hear 
from the business owner, the founder, the person who 
started everything. This seems such a lost opportunity for 
business owners to connect with their customers, especially 
when one reflects on the truth that people buy from people. 
So if a business owner wanted to get this right, wanted to 
connect properly with their customers and audience, they 
could come to you and you’d be able to help them get this 
right? 

 

Absolutely! I’m not quite sure why most business videos as 
you correctly say, focus purely on products, but what I have 
found, is that a lot of business owners who are quite 
comfortable with presenting to audiences in boardrooms, 
freeze up the moment you put them in front of a camera. 
That’s when everything changes. They become intimidated 
and they get what we in the industry call, stage fright. 

When all is said it done, it all comes down to practice. If you 
want to appear good on camera then you need to get infront 
of the camera often. Practice makes perfect. Knowing some 
clever techniques to make you look great on camera also helps 
and having been in this business a long time, I know what 
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these are and how to adapt them to your style so that you do 
look like the star of the show. 

We now live in a digital age and so people are connecting 
digitally and online all the time. Video provides a massive 
opportunity for those who are prepared to step out of their 
comfort zone and get in front of the camera, get their business 
message out there and generate sales. 

I’m going to say something rather controversial now but it 
needs to be said. Most marketing departments don't know 
how to make a video (what they’d typically refer to as a 
corporate video) worth talking about. When it comes to 
producing corporate videos, most internal marketing 
departments are "safe departments." "Safe" works for them. 
"Safe" is easy for them. "Safe" will keep your job. "Safe" sells. 
"Safe" gets me through the day. That’s how they think and 
therefore that’s how they act and produce. 

They’ve got it all wrong. Why? Because "safe" doesn't create 
conversations! "Safe" doesn't ignite action. "Safe" doesn't 
make me think harder or differently for that matter. “Safe” 
doesn’t stretch me or challenge me. "Safe" doesn't make me 
go "A-Ha!" or “Oh-WOW”. Safe is dead. Enough said. 

Producing a remarkable video for your company isn't hard, but 
it takes work and it takes time and most of all it requires that 
the person creating the video understand how to make 
messages stick, then how to draw audiences and then leave 
intrigued by what they’ve just learned. 

You know what's really hard Chris? Producing a video that is 
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boring, that's hard. Look I’m poking fun right now at some of 
the shocking videos which people think are doing their 
business and brand a favour, when in fact they’re doing 
exactly the opposite! Unless you know what you’re doing and 
unless you’ve got experts in your corner helping to create 
something which delivers what you want, video will be 
nothing other than wasted spend. I’ve been around too long 
to mince my words and it infuriates me to no end when I see 
rubbish videos being produced for clients who don’t know 
better. 

That’s why I’m delighted I can release this book to help 
educate business owners and what video, when properly 
created, can and will do for your business. Once you’ve read 
this book, you will know better and hopefully so will your 
bosses as they need to read this book. So pass it on to them! 
When no one is talking about your video and management 
wants to know where the ROI is from your video, you'll be 
doing some fancy footwork dancing down the hallways of the 
ivory tower. That's the day you might well want to call in 
"sick". Prevent all this by on-boarding a professional from the 
word go. 

To help educate you even further as to how to get your video 
noticed, ignite conversations, spark some action and keep 
everyone in management happy, here are some pointers: 

Point 1: Think STORY. Use your video to tell me a story please. 
Take me on a journey. My brain is hard-wired for beginnings, 
middles and endings. Don't tell me about your corporate 
numbers and show me spreadsheets, I have Excel for that, 
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thank you. Tell me a story and get me emotionally connected 
to your message. 

Point 2: Think ONE. There is only one person you need to think 
about when making your video - the person in front of the 
screen, your potential customer. 

Point 3: Think TIMELESS. It goes back to that "story" thing my 
brain really loves. A powerful story is timeless; it's magical, it’s 
soulful and therefore it’s memorable. It doesn't get stale by 
the next day. The same is true with a powerful video and that’s 
why you also need someone who is a brilliant scriptwriter to 
wordsmith it for you. 

Point 4: Think REAL. People know a lie when they see one. 
Authenticity works. Just be authentic and tell it as it is – they’ll 
love you for that. 

Point 5: Think QUALITY. Hire the most qualified producer and 
director you can. Let me say that again in case it didn’t sink in 
the first time. Hire the most qualified producer and director 
you can. Will this mean you’ll have to spend money? Yes! Will 
it be worth it? Yes! If you’re so tight that you only ever want 
to pay peanuts, then know you will only ever get monkeys on 
the job. Your penny wise, pound foolish decisions mean 
somewhere you’re going to slip on a banana peel. Find a 
producer who understands exactly what you are trying to 
accomplish; not what they need to make their demo reel look 
better. If you haven’t spoken to me yet, you should have as I 
am one of the very best in the business. 
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Point 6: Think eMOTION. "e" for emotion, energy, enthusiasm, 
engaging. Video captures emotion unlike any other medium. 
Use it accordingly. Keep your charts, PDF's and spreadsheets 
away from video. Please! 

Point 7: Think CUSTOMER. Your customers can tell your story, 
too. Let them tell the world how great you are. It's one thing 
when you blow your own horn, it's another when customers 
blow it for you. Get customers in front of the camera and let 
them tell their stories – make them the stars of your show – 
you’ll be so glad you did. 

Point 8: Think PLAY. Does your video have any playful 
moments? Even the most reserved companies have 
opportunities to capture some fun and playfulness. Find those 
moments and your video will outshine your competitor's in a 
heartbeat. There, just that point has given you a ROI on 
purchasing this book. 

Point 9. Think 30. Every 30 seconds change your pace, rhythm, 
content. You can make your ten minute film feel like five 
minutes with this great trick. Create new chapters with new 
ideas or themes. Change the music, too. Your video will be so 
engaging, repeat viewings will be demanded. It works like a 
charm. By the way, I’m absolutely brilliant at doing this so 
when you work with me you’ll know that this 30 Rule is in play 
all the way. 

Point 10. Think HERO. Find your heroes. When given the 
chance, employees want to tell their story so let them. They 
want to change the world with their journey so allow them to 
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do so. What they need is the opportunity and the chance, so 
give this to them. 

Biggest Ever Bonus Tip: Think DESIGN. Video is incredibly 
malleable. You can keep your branding people happy by 
integrating your current logo guidelines, etc. or you can break 
out a bit and create something different. "Safe" or 
"remarkable”? Easy choice! Always choose remarkable. 
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Toe in the water 

 

Question 9: Mike, the person reading this book is beginning 
to think, gosh, what this man is saying makes a lot of sense. 
I guess I need to change my thinking and beliefs around 
video. So, walk me through the process. I pick up the phone 
and contact Astral Studios. I say? “Right Mike, I’ve made the 
decision that I want to get video into my business. I want to 
use it to effectively showcase my business and attract 
customers” What would my experience be as I walk through 
the doors of Astral Studios? What would you and your team 
of professionals do to guide me through this process and 
what do I get at the end? 

 

Great question Chris. First we need to identify where you are 
right now. I have to know what stage you are at with your 
company and what you want to achieve most. Top priority for 
me will be to understand who your clients are, and, who your 
target audience is. The business owner will always have his / 
her view of who their customer is but when we really dig into 
this, using our unique information elicitation processes, so 
much more comes to the fore. 

When done with this consultation process, we will all know so 
much more about your clients and so we will be able to 
structure video context and content around what is of interest 
to them. Next we begin to build the script for the video. This 
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is a crucial component of the video success strategy. The script 
is designed in such a way that it has a persuasive process which 
guides the person in, makes them feel comfortable, hooks 
their minds, gets them intrigued by the message and moves 
them on to the next stage of the conversion process – this is 
the same process which I’ve mentioned earlier, my Six Step 
Video Strategy. 

What a well created video does is to rapidly get the customer 
to understand how and why this business adds value and how 
it solves problems and challenges which he / she might have 
right now. At the end of the video there is a very powerful call 
to action which is crafted in such a way that it gets the person 
watching the video to want to take action. There is a science 
to this and if you don’t get your call to action correct, you’ve 
wasted all your time, effort and money. 

One of the areas which sets me apart from other video 
production houses, is that I provide top quality animation. 
Sometimes one has no choice other than to find a creative 
vehicle through which to package the information. This is 
where animated elements really come to the fore. What is 
required might be a 3D animated character and my team at 
Astral Studios has the skills to deliver all this in a very 
professional way, in a way which will create true brand 
intrigue and appeal. The benefit of using 3D animated 
characters is if there are any sensitivities around your product 
and / or services (gender, sex, race, disability, political etc.) 
this shifts and neutralizes these. Animated characters take the 
heat off and can even be used in a tongue-in-cheek way to 
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introduce some much needed humour which makes what is 
being communicated, so much more powerful. 
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Script for success 

 

Question 10: Earlier you touched on how important scripts 
are and that it is massively important to get your video 
message properly and professionally scripted for maximum 
impact. Let’s take a giant step back now. Let’s journey into 
the thoughts of the small business owner who is working to 
a very tight budget with little cash to spend on the luxury of 
video. They know that what you’re saying is the truth 
however, what’s going through their mind right now is that I 
can do a lot of this myself at a fraction of the cost. They might 
be thinking to themselves that I have a pretty decent video 
camera and a fairly good command of the English language; 
so how difficult can it be to ‘mike’ myself up and shoot a 
simple, low-cost video? 

 

This is a very real situation for many small business owners 
and start up entrepreneurs. If they decide they are going to 
attempt this themselves, and many will, there is a critically 
important something that they have to understand. 

They may create something which they may personally be 
happy with. However, given that many small businesses are 
looking for business to flow their way from larger businesses, 
what they must realise is that their video is going to be passed 
by the decision makers of these bigger businesses. These are 
people who are used to seeing a lot of video content all the 
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time. If your video isn’t up to scratch, if it isn’t well scripted 
and if it isn’t well edited, what will these decision makers think 
of you, your brand, your professionalism? 

Always remember this, first impressions count! Think of it this 
way, you don’t wear your old denim jeans to an important 
business meeting where you want the people who you’re 
meeting with, to spend money with you now do you? No you 
don’t! So, why would you not want your video material to look 
professional and make an immediate impact? Just as you 
present yourself, so too must you present your business and 
your video / online material. If you want to attract success, you 
always have to look the part and if you don’t know and 
leverage this unfortunate truth, then you’ll lose out on a lot of 
business. 
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Home made videos 

 

Question 11: What goes through your head as a creative 
director, when you look at some of these home-made 
business promo videos? 

 

Honestly? Not a lot, other than what a pity they’ve done what 
they did, as now they have to repair brand perception and that 
can take forever! 

Of course there are many small business owners who will try 
to produce a video themselves in order to save money. Thing 
is, they don’t know what they don’t know. They don’t 
understand just how much brand damage they are creating by 
putting a video in to the public domain which does absolutely 
no justice to their business. 

When you’re pitching for business or wanting to attract more 
business your way, if you create a video which isn’t up to 
scratch, you will achieve exactly the opposite of what you 
wanted. The hard truth is that people viewing the video will 
think that you don’t take your business seriously. They will 
think that you’re okay with shoddy work. They’ll see your 
business as being a cheap and nasty one and this will raise 
hundreds of unwanted red-flags in their minds. Bottom line is, 
you’ve blown it. If you’re not a professional at creating videos, 
you won’t know about colours and what reactions the use of 
colours elicits when people view video material. You simply 
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don’t know what you don’t know and ignorance costs you 
dearly in the long run. 

If you use the wrong colours, even if your message is good, it 
will all go very pear shaped for you. So, no matter how good 
your intentions might have been, if you get it wrong, it’s a lost 
opportunity and that client will most likely never again be 
interested in you, your business, or doing business with you. If 
you decide you want to make your own videos or have them 
done on the cheap, know this truth, it will end up costing you 
in ways you didn’t even know – that’s why when you need to 
have an emergency operation you use the services of a skilled 
surgeon, not the ambulance driver. 
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Write for results 

 

Question 12: I want to pick up on a certain line of thinking as 
this is resonating so powerfully with me right now. How 
important is it to get your message right? I know that Astral 
Studios has professional script writers, people who know 
exactly how to script a message in order to drive certain 
audience responses. Scripting really is a science isn’t it and 
just because I’m able to write fairly well, does this make me 
a good script writer? 

 

I’m delighted that we’ve got the point where we can spend 
some time focusing on the script. Just because you can write 
a reasonable business letter, doesn’t make you a great script 
writer. What people fail to understand is that when you’re 
doing everything yourself, scripting, creating and producing a 
video about your business, you are always in the frame! This 
means you cannot see yourself or be objective about the 
material being worked with. You have to have someone who 
can look at it dispassionately from the outside. 

This is the difficulty you have if you want to do everything 
yourself in order to cut corners and keep costs down. When I 
work with business owners, even though they know their 
business inside out, they sometimes battle to express 
themselves clearly. They battle to get their key message across 
using just a few, well-chosen words for maximum impact. 
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They don’t know how to craft a video script in order to build 
from one step to the next, building to the clear and definite 
call to action. Impactful script writing is an art. 

Corporate writers accustomed to churning out newsletters 
and brochures often approach the video script the same way 
– as words illustrated by pictures. Unlike the two-dimensional 
print world, video offers a writer a dynamic, multi-dimensional 
palette-action, camera movement, point of view, sound 
effects, music, character, dialogue, narration, even silence. 

Scripts used for corporate training, business management, 
and education videos have become as sophisticated as those 
for TV and films, and they carry the additional requirement of 
conveying specific content. 

My video scriptwriters are consummate professionals and 
they map out everything the producer needs to do during the 
actual production. As they write the script, they see every 
scene in their mind's eye. They know exactly how they want 
the video to look, and they know exactly how they want the 
video to sound. This skill is called visualization. Visualization is 
one of the most difficult skills related to scriptwriting. The 
ability to see the pictures the words evoke and to see those 
pictures as dynamic, rather than static, is a skill that takes time 
to cultivate. 

A video scriptwriter must try to tell a creative visual story with 
impact and style combining audio, video, music, and graphics. 
How you tell that story depends a lot on the money and 
resources available for production. That’s why when you work 
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with me and Astral Studios it’s never a one size fits all 
approach – every video is a customized production. 

Animation, special effects, multiple locations, and big-name 
talent will add power to your video only if you can afford it. 
Budget constraints must be dealt with, and you can't let 
budget constraints retard your creativity. 

If you think script writing is easy, here are a few of the required 
qualifications needed for a good scriptwriter – I hope this will 
really open your eyes and help you to understand why working 
with pros is so worth it! 

• Analytical ability. You must be able to pinpoint the 
needs of your target audience and separate essential 
from unnecessary information. 

• Interest in diverse topics. Good scripts require 
enthusiasm toward research. 

• Organizational skill. You must be able to organize 
information into logical sequences. 

• Empathy for your audience. You must be skilled to 
tune into their attitudes, motivations, learning styles, 
and interests. 

• Writing skill. You must be able to write clearly and 
concisely, and you must have a good command of 
grammar. 

• Ability to think visually. You must be able to present 
information and convey ideas with pictures, not just 
words. 

• Creativity. Creative thinking is required for successful 
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scripts. 
• Presentation and selling skills. You must be able to 

present your ideas effectively to clients and sell them 
on your work. 

• Ability to work on a team. You will interact with 
several people with different functions and individual 
goals. 

Always remember, the most important parts of the script are 
the beginning and ending. To capture and hold attention, you 
must engage the audience quickly. And to leave an audience 
with a positive impression, your script must have an effective 
ending. In between, you must keep interest from drifting by 
varying pace, emotional content, and presentation style. 

When writing a script, several basic questions immediately 
come to mind, and they are: 

• What is this video supposed to accomplish? 
• Who is my target audience? 
• When and where will the video be shown? 
• What information do you want me to include, and 

how do you want me to present it? 
• What are the available resources and budget? 
• With whom will I work on this? 
• What is the deadline? 
• What are my audience's perceptions and attitudes? 

 

To help educate you even more around effective script 
writing, you have to choose what concepts you will utilize to 
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grab (hook) and hold your audience's attention. Here are some 
concepts that work well for video scripts: 

• Talking head. One person on camera delivers a 
straightforward presentation. The camera 
occasionally cuts to simple visuals such as charts, lists, 
or graphs. 

• Spontaneous interview. One person equipped with 
points to cover or questions interviews an expert on 
the topic. 

• Staged interview. Both participants have scripted 
parts. The interviewer asks prepared questions, and 
the interviewee responds with prepared answers. 

• Documentary. A narrator, usually off camera, takes 
the audience on a visual tour, reporting on the 
program topic. 

• Voice-over narration. Visuals are accompanied by 
narration from someone off camera. The narrator may 
describe a job procedure being demonstrated or may 
comment on other types of visuals. 

• Demonstration. The person on camera describes 
while demonstrating. 

• Dramatization. Actors play roles in a scripted story. 
• Animation. Cartoon characters provide instruction. 

You must be able to write your script logically step by step so 
your audience understands what is actually going on. You can't 
afford to lose them. Smooth transitions are required when you 
cut from scene to scene. Important points will be hammered 
home by using both video and graphics. If you can, you will 
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repeat those points before the ending of the script. 

As a creative director, I’m always looking to enhance the script 
through appealing and interesting visuals, such as: 

• Long shot. Provides a general view of subject and 
setting; establishes the scene by showing viewers all 
the visual elements in the scene; when applicable, 
shows how the size of the subject relates to other 
elements in the scene. 

• Medium shot. Provides a closer view of subject and 
eliminates unnecessary elements and background; 
covers about two-thirds of subject from head room to 
knees of subject standing. 

• Close-up. Concentrates on subject, excludes all other 
details of background. 

• Medium long shot. Closer than a long shot and 
includes more detail than a medium shot. 

• Medium close-up. Covers subject approximately from 
elbows to head room when sitting; shows good facial 
detail and some background; the preferred shot for 
newscasters, it is considered the most comfortable 
distance for viewers watching a subject who is talking 
directly to the camera. 

• Extreme long shot. Shows all background and details 
of a scene; more comprehensive than a basic long 
shot. 

• Extreme close-up. Limited to the subject's face; 
creates a sense of immediacy and intimacy and has 
great impact on the viewer. 
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• Objective. Camera records images from the observer's 
viewpoint. 

• Subjective. Camera records what the subject sees; 
shots of equipment operations or processes may be 
taken from a high angle over the subject's shoulder. 

Remember that you have to think one step ahead of your 
audience by answering every basic question you think they 
might ask themselves as they watch the video. Did I tell you 
that scriptwriting is challenging? Just kidding, I know I did, but 
few people understand the value of a well written script – it’s 
not just something which you haphazardly throw together and 
then film, it’s so such more, it either makes or breaks your 
video. 

Biggest lesson I can teach you is, if you’re doing everything 
yourself you’re going to produce something which is sub-par 
as nobody has all the skills required to produce a great video 
– you need a team supporting you – a team who are dedicated 
to making you the star of your own business movie!
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Power of colour 

 

Question 13: I’d never actually thought of it that way and 
you’re so right. When doing everything yourself you are 
directly associated with everything, whereas someone who 
isn’t, is able to look at it from a very dis-associated 
perspective. Let’s explore colour further shall we? I watched 
you and the team setting up for a video interview today. I 
noticed how carefully you set out the chairs. I can recall the 
advice which you gave around what not to wear on the day 
of the interview. I noticed how pedantic you were as to where 
the cameras were positioned. Everything had to be just right 
set up wise. Why such massive attention to detail? 

 

Think about it this way. When you walk in to a shop, if the shop 
owner knows what he / she is doing, the shop is set up in a 
way which drives clients’ buying strategies. A lot of this 
happens subconsciously. Packaging and colour to mention but 
two elements, come in to play. 

In every presentation, a clever creative director, will insert fine 
detail which drives a buying response or which drives the 
response desired from the video. Everything must blend. The 
way you set up, must have a very specific purpose too. 
Understand that when done properly, nothing that happens 
on set, is by chance, everything is through intentional and 
deliberate design. 
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This is what makes the difference between a mediocre video 
and an absolutely brilliant video. 

You asked about colour, so let me give you a few reasons why 
getting colour in your video is not a nice to have, but a must 
have! 

1. 84.7 % of consumers state that colour is the primary 
reason when they buy a product 

2. 93% look at the visual appearance 6% at texture and 
1% on sound or smell. 

3. 80% of people think that colour increases brand 
recognition 

4. When people are placed in a particular shopping 
environment they make a sub conscious decision 
about the place that they are in within 90 seconds of 
their being there and about 75% of people have based 
their decision on colour alone. 

5. Around 52 % of customers do not return to certain 
shops due to the aesthetics alone. 

Once again, if you don’t know what you’re doing colour wise, 
even though you might script a good message, unless the 
colours used are not supporting the message, your video will 
fall out of the sky and nose dive in to the ocean of infinitely 
forgettable video material – and that’s a really big ocean full 
of dead videos! 

Let me expand on this and explain where certain colours really 
do work and why this is so. 

Let’s take a look at casinos. Casinos include a lot more red in 
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their colour schemes. Why? Because when you look at the 
colour red, it causes a physiological change within you. Your 
heart actually begins to beat faster. Doubtful of this truth? Try 
it for yourself – look at the colour red and notice what happens 
to your heartbeat! Works every time. The calming colours like 
blues and greys create the opposite effect. You see, colour 
influences behaviours. Red in casinos creates more activity 
which is exactly what the casino owners want as once you’re 
inside a casino it’s all about driving as much spend as possible 
and whilst we’re on this note, here fire engine red works best. 

Have you ever wondered what colours tell? 

Let me explain further. Colour has always played an important 
role in the way you communicate your brand personality and 
message to your business prospects. What colours tell, affects 
your emotional state as there is substantial energy that 
emanates from different colours. Fascinating hey? 

Colours affect everyone in an intuitive level. Emotional 
attributes become anchored to colours and they can create a 
powerful impact, without the use of words, as humans 
naturally observe colours first when given a visual message. 
Thus, your reactions are triggered strongly based on these 
cues. 

The ability to distinguish colours comes as inherited DNA from 
our ancestors, to whom successful survival in nature was 
interlinked with an ability to differentiate potentially harmful 
elements partially based on colour. 

Cold colours such as blue, turquoise, teal and silver promote 
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honesty, compassion, caring and conservative values, whereas 
warmer colours such as orange, yellow and red encourage 
passion and potency, speed, playfulness and spontaneity and 
even anger. Black along with silver and gold emphasize 
elegance, luxury and an opulent quality, also associated with 
power, performance and competence. Green encourages 
harmony and sophistication and purple promotes formality 
and has spiritual connotations. White has an element of light 
and currently has very popular minimalistic appeal. While 
white possesses the power of purity, it is also crucial to 
mindfully balance white with other colours. 

Many of these associations are again based on beliefs dating 
back to the dawn of human development. Warm colours, 
connects to the burning heat of the sun, and creates emotions 
of stimulation and vitality, whereas cooler colours bring water 
and the sky to mind, along with a distancing effect that can 
also encourage analytical thinking and a serene sense of 
balance. Colourology is an alternative healing method 
focusing on the psychological effects of colour-related 
emotional treatment – intense red is believed to increase 
circulative functions, while cool blue is considered to carry a 
cleansing effect. 

The brightness and hue of colour also affects perception, and 
a myriad of emotional associations can be experienced within 
a single colour. Consider the differing impact between a lush 
crimson red and a cool shade of salmon, or compare the 
impact of electric red to rusty red. Naturally, the context of 
culture and individual elements, have strong significance in 
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determining the primary observation of colour. Again using 
the example of red, in Chinese culture it represents good 
fortunes and festivity, in the West it is the colour of 
excitement, and in some South African cultures it can 
represent the colour of mourning. 

When creating your video, always spend time thinking about 
this fascinating concept of what colours tell and how it can 
work for you. Clarify the attributes you wish to convey and 
then use colour cleverly to target your core audience. If you’re 
stuck, don’t stay ignorant, attend one of my workshops and let 
me help you make business sense of all this. 
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Big brand experience 

 

Question 15: Mike, over the years you’ve been actively 
involved in video projects for massive brands like Nike, Pepsi, 
Coke, Mercedes Benz, Bentley and the purpose of these 
projects was mostly to drive branding and sales using video. 
What did you learn working with these megabrands and how 
do you use what you learned then to help small businesses 
create more success now? 

 

To start off, you need to take a good hard look at the world 
around you. Your brand needs to be well positioned and so too 
do your products. You have stand out from the crowd. 

What those massive corporates do is to carefully decide how 
and where they want to position themselves in the market 
place. They then build campaigns around this in order to target 
their chosen audience. Everything they do is science, nothing 
is just by chance. 

Exactly the same must be done for your small business. You 
need to be very clear on who you are targeting and why. So, 
you always begin with the end in mind. What is it that you 
want? Then you assemble a team of experts around you who 
build the video plan so that what is produced delivers what 
you want. Again, I come back to the issue of spend. When cars 
were first made, not everyone had a car. That soon changed 
and today your life is impossibly difficult if you don’t have a 
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car. A car is a must-have tool if you’re a business owner. Same 
with video and those who heed this advice of mine will enjoy 
first move advantage in their industry and those who don’t, 
will have to play catch up later – simple as that. In my 
Connecting with Your Customer workshop you work with me 
around your brand message and whether it aligns to how you 
are communicating and connecting with your clients. 

Everyone knows of Nike’s Just Do It campaign. This campaign 
was all about celebrating hero athletes and celebrating their 
achievements. As such the Just Do It campaign was all about 
inspiring you, through hero athletes, to take action. When 
Nike opened in South Africa I was involved with their launch 
at store level. 

What Nike did was to provide a thick manual of a few hundred 
pages, on exactly how everything around the brand, had to 
happen, where the brand was allowed to be placed and where 
it was not allowed to be placed. That gives you an idea of the 
lengths to which brand custodians go to in order to protect the 
brand. 
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Thoughts on logos 

 

Question 16: How much time do small business owners spend 
on their brand, on their logo, on their brand positioning? 

 

Chris I’ve covered a lot on the importance of your logo in an 
earlier question, so let me get right to the point here. 
Honestly, most business owners have spent little to no time 
on their logo and brand. When a business owner works with 
me around using visual communication to deliver more 
business and therefore more money, it is my goal to ensure 
that his / her brand gets maximum benefit from video and 
sometimes this requires some intensive re-engineering of the 
logo. 

Let me share some great info I found on logo design and even 
if you don’t work with me and my team, this will at least give 
you some great food for thought: 

What a logo does is to give the outside a world an instant 
visual impression of your brand; a good one is worth a 
thousand words and then still plenty more... 

It’s not easy conjuring up an image that captures your vision 
and emphasises your company’s strengths. Every 
entrepreneur has a picture in their own head of what their 
company stands for, but how does one commit this picture to 
paper? This question has baffled creative minds for years and 
still does. To help you turn the image in your head into a 
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commercial reality, in to a great logo, give some thought to 
these seven magnificent characteristics: 

 

• Point 1: It is unique… If you copy other logos, or go for 
a design which has already been popular, it won’t fly. 
At best, people will think you are cheap and 
unoriginal. At worst, other companies will sue you. So 
it really doesn’t pay to nick someone else’s idea; and 
it’s far more fun to come up with your own. 

• Point 2: It can be described… A good logo is always 
easy to describe. Pretty much everyone can explain 
what the McDonalds, Nike and Adidas logos look like, 
because the images are simple, clear and eye-
catching. If you want to generate word of mouth 
around your logo, people need to be able to talk about 
it – it’s crucial that you allow your followers to tell 
their friends about you. 

• Point 3: It suits your purpose… When designing your 
logo, you need to think clearly about what you want it 
to do. The purpose of your logo will depend on the 
type of company you are, and the effect you are trying 
to achieve. Some logos serve as a figurehead for their 
brand, such as KFC’s world-famous Colonel Sanders. 
Others provide a symbol of aspirational exclusivity, 
like the Audi or Mercedes badges. Some are little 
more than a visual signature, such as a Kellogg’s ‘K’. 

• Point 4: It suits your target audience… Your audience 
should determine the style and tone of your logo. If, 
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for example, you’re running a bodybuilding gym, your 
target audience will probably be men with a macho 
edge; a delicate logo with subtle colours and 
elaborate fonts probably won’t cut the mustard here. 
Likewise a grown-up, colourless typeface won’t suit a 
business aimed at kids, like a nursery or toy shop. 

• Point 5: It works across your target media… If you 
advertise in, or contribute to a variety of print and 
online media, your logo will need to be extremely 
versatile. If your logo relies on colour, it may lose its 
effectiveness in black and white; equally, if it’s highly 
detailed, it may lose some of its effect when you 
shrink it down. Ideally, you should be able to adapt 
your logo to company stationery, internal and 
external correspondence, and even corporate 
merchandise. 

• Point 6: It reflects your entire offering… Your logo 
must represent your whole company; not just a part 
of it. It must embrace all your key products and 
services, not just a few of them. And it must be able 
to evolve to fit the products and services you plan to 
add in the future. 

• Point 7: It defines your key characteristics… Think 
about your company’s mission statement – what are 
your core values? What do you want your business to 
achieve? Think about your achievements so far, and 
your key strengths. Each of these core features and 
attributes make up your company’s DNA, and should 
play a crucial role in shaping your logo. 
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Retracing my steps 

 

Question 17: Astral Studios has been around for a very long 
time. It is an established and respected brand. When one 
starts a business, there is always a reason for doing so. 
Sometimes it’s the burning desire to create financial 
freedom, or it might be to just have choices. When you 
founded Astral Studios what was the purpose behind this and 
what was going through your mind when you first opened its 
doors? 

 

Gosh, now you’re asking me to go back a good few years. In 
the early days it was just to have a vehicle which would allow 
me to be creative. I wanted to get stuff done and have fun 
doing it! I guess I’m just a very outputs focused person who 
wanted to follow his passion and I’m glad I did as it’s given me 
such pleasure over the years. 

You know Chris, as your business grows and progresses so you 
become more aware of the market place, of how you are 
tailoring the messages you’re putting out there and what’s the 
intent behind them? So as I now fast-forward from then back 
to now, yes, it’s all about finding the happy medium between 
art and communication and marketing and that’s what Astral 
Studios does. 
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Do the work 

 

Question 18: Mike, you’ve now taken all your years of 
experience and packaged it into workshops. You’ve done this 
to teach business owners what they ought to know about 
video and you also actively encourage them, if they want to 
be massively visible, to be brave enough to set budget aside 
for video. Tell us about your workshops? 

 

My half-day workshop is called Connecting With Your 
Customer and I teach you Frame-by-Frame [which just 
happens to be the name of the next book I’m working on right 
now] how to convert your prospects into clients in just 30 
seconds. Television taught me how powerful it is to compress 
your message in to 30 seconds. A typical TV commercial lasts 
30 seconds and has 750 frames. This sounds like an awful lot 
of frames but every frame is critical as it’s all about deciding 
which scene you’re cutting to and how to blend this in a way 
which keeps the viewer permanently hooked. 

It’s amazing how much you can connect with your audience in 
just 30 seconds but to get this right is an art and requires many 
years of experience. Sadly, that’s where business owners who 
try to create their own videos, mess up. Their videos are too 
long, the script doesn’t do justice to them or their business, 
when they cut from one scene to the next it isn’t well done 
etc. etc. 
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Interestingly enough, most people who come to this workshop 
do so because they’re curious to learn more about how video 
can get them more clients. Shortly after I’ve begun to teach 
them just a tiny bit of what I know, they realize that video 
success is so much more, that it is about having a proper, 
carefully crafted strategy in place. They also realize that if they 
want video to really work for them, they need to set aside a 
few thousand Rand every few month because it’s not about 
once-off videos, it’s about consistency and creating a number 
of videos which all link back to each other in such a way as to 
create a sticky online trap which interested and intrigued 
customers get caught in, and, as this happens, as your video 
net draws closed around them, so you are able to convert 
them into paying customers. 

The good news is that technological advancements today have 
made video so much more affordable than 10 years ago and 
that’s why the little guy can now go head to head with the big 
guy online. The internet really has leveled the business playing 
field and small business needs to understand this and take 
advantage of this. 
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The green screen 

 

Question 19: Mike, what really happens behind the scenes, in 
the green screen room? 

 

Chris, it’s very simple, we have a lot of fun. Sometimes there’s 
agony before the fun, but in the end we all have a good laugh 
whilst getting the job done. You know the biggest thing when 
in front of the camera in the green screen room, is that people 
must stop thinking of themselves as being a small business 
owner. If they think small, they act small, speak small and 
therefore come across in front of the camera, as being small. 

So, usually one of the first things I have to do is to get the client 
to think big, to literally roar at the camera like a massive lion 
would. Camera footage never lies and clients who are thinking 
big about their business and life always come across better on 
video. Now that’s not to say that you shouldn’t stand in front 
of the camera unless you have a king-sized ego – far from it in 
fact – all I’m saying is that when you really believe in what 
you’re doing business wise, it shows and that makes you both 
attractive and magnetic on video. 

I’ve had powerful multi-national corporate CEOs, business 
leaders who regularly present in front of hundreds of people, 
and when they’re put in front of the camera and when the 
lights are put on them, they freeze up. They shuffle from side 
to side which is a sure-fire indication that they’re nervous. 
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They stutter and they make a right royal mess of getting their 
message across. Why am I telling you this? Because even 
though they struggle, we persevere and by the time all is done 
and dusted my side editing wise, they look like megastars. 
When you work with pros, even if you’re not a pro, they make 
you look like one and nobody ever knows different. 

Becoming comfortable on camera should be viewed as a 
massively important life skill, one which when learned, will 
give you so much more confidence and poise. At this point, I 
am going to encourage business owners to invest in some 
video recording equipment for themselves, as when they have 
this, they can then literally ‘mike’ up, put themselves in front 
of their own camera and practice at becoming comfortable 
and competent in front of the camera. You’ll be amazed at 
what mastering being in front of the camera does for your self-
esteem. 
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Highlights of late 

 

Question 20: What’s the most fascinating project you have 
worked on in the last 18 months and why? 

 
This would have to be the FIFA 2014 Soccer World Cup project 
which we recently completed for Ladbrokes, a sports-betting 
website. We needed to come up with a cost effective way to 
encourage people to go online and place bets around the 
soccer world cup. This campaign went out across the whole of 
Africa so I had to get it just right. 
An idea I had was to introduce a cultural dance, a dance which 
represents the continent of Africa so I decided to use the 
pantsula dance. A lot of my research around this dance was 
done using YouTube – goes to show how important video is. 
What we then did within Astral Studios, was to compare the 
traditional Brazilian samba dance (you do remember that the 
2014 soccer world cup was in Brazil?) with the African pantsula 
dance and put the two in a dance-off type situation. 
This was a lot of fun and created a lot of interest. 
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Is this for real? 

 

Question 21: Someone who is reading this book pauses for a 
moment to think – I really like what this guy is saying, I love 
his messages, I love his passion and it’s obvious that he 
knows what he is doing. But then as is so true in all our lives, 
the nasty crocodile of our mind swims up from the murky 
depths and our little voice says: “So, if I do decide to work 
with Mike, how do I know when I walk through the doors of 
Astral Studios that I will get to meet him, and work with him? 
Won’t I be fobbed off to someone else who doesn’t have his 
passion, expertise and creative genius?” 

 

Anyone and everyone who walks through the doors of Astral 
Studios gets to meet me and work if me. I have a brilliant team 
who support me but there are no hand-offs, that’s not how I 
do things. I am always massively involved in the conceptual 
phase. I am a creative ideas machine and it’s so important to 
allow enough time upfront, to be creative, as this in turn 
means that when we begin to turn ideas into action and video, 
we know exactly what we are doing and why we are doing this. 
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Tools of the trade 

 

Question 22: Let’s talk equipment. Today anyone can walk 
into a retail store and purchase an easy to use, mini HD video 
camera which is quality piece of equipment. Now, someone 
comes to your workshop and learns about video. They decide 
that they know better, that they’re going to surge ahead and 
produce their own videos. What’s your advice now? 

 

Yes, there is a lot of well-priced, quality equipment available 
today. Thing is, you have to know how to use it, how to frame 
something well, how to create a good background. The most 
important thing is lighting and that’s what most amateurs get 
wrong. Invariably the way they compose their video is not well 
done as far as lighting goes. 

Next, it’s critical to learn to keep the camera still. Let the 
motion which is recorded, take place naturally. Don’t use the 
camera to create motion as this will create a feeling of 
seasickness. If you do move the camera in order to create 
motion there has to be a very good reason for doing this. 

As creative directors we look at stuff all the time, that’s why 
we develop an eye for what will work well and what won’t. 
The moment I walk in to a room I know how to set up for the 
light. That’s from year and years of experience and of course, 
having set up wrong more than once – nothing teaches you 
faster than making mistakes, mistakes which cost you time 
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and money. 

I know that some small business owners will do their own 
thing and create their own videos – that’s fine, but if they’ve 
read this book, they now know that this can be very risky. 
Thing is, they simply don’t know better and due to lack of 
experience, what they think is brilliant, may in fact, be very 
ordinary. 

So, my advice to the small business owner who wants to head 
off and create his / her own videos is, spend a bit more money 
with me and attend my 2 day intensive workshop during which 
I’ll teach you: 

• How to set up for success 
• What you need to know about lighting 
• How to set up your lights properly 
• How to frame a background which enhances your 

video, rather than rubbishes it 
• What colours make for good backgrounds 
• All about the critically important green screen 
• Much more… 

I’m often asked by business owner who want to produce their 
own VLOGs as to whether it is important for them to have a 
green screen? The answer is always the same, a resounding 
YES! 

Here are seven amazing WOW’s around what a green screen 
does for you: 

1. Benefit 
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Shooting against a green screen has several benefits. It 
provides you with a lot of good creative options for use in post-
production. 

2. Flexibility 

A green screen provides you with flexibility in dealing with 
multiple locations and it adds a level of consistency in case one 
location (an office say) looks a lot better than another. 

3. Portability 

At my workshops, once you’ve learned how to light the green 
screen (and your subject too of course), you’ll understand why 
having a green screen is an absolute must. The most huge 
benefit of a green screen is that you can take it anywhere with 
you and still get the job done. 

4. Save Time 

You can easily set up and take down your green screen in 
under an hour. The advantage of a green screen is that you 
avoid having to wander around your location looking for props 
or other colorful elements to try to spice up the background. 

5. Consistency 

If youʼre shooting green screen, then youʼve blocked out the 
ambient light,  which means you donʼt have to spend all day 
adjusting for the change in the sunlight. Aside from flopping 
the key, youʼre pretty much good to go as far as the lighting is 
concerned (unless youʼre swapping out backgrounds for 
different people). 
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6. Branding 

What make a green screen wonderful beyond words is that it 
provides you with a great opportunity to brand the video so 
that your company’s identity stands out and is in peoples’ 
faces. You can add textures, colors and other branding 
elements to the background in order to make the video really 
stand out. 

7. Extended Usability 

Shooting all your interviews against a green screen makes it 
easier to revisit projects in the future, and update any changes 
that might have taken place with company branding. In 
addition, you can shoot extra interviews in the future and 
easily incorporate them in to existing video content. 

Now you know exactly what a green screen does for you! With 
these elements in mind, shooting a day full of interviews 
against a green screen is a great way to go. Now, all you have 
to do is prep for it! 
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Honey and money 

Question 23: Mike, you have come up with an interesting 
acronym for what you teach, and it’s called The HONEY™ 
System. Tell us more about The HONEY™ System. 

I work with video so let’s start there and then move on to my 
Honey System. “Mike, why do you choose VIDEO to make me 
an industry expert?” is a question I’m often asked. 

Here are 5 brilliant reasons why: 

1. Visual Communication – in today’s fast paced digital 
age, if you aren’t cleverly communicating what you do 
visually through video, the harsh reality is you’re soon 
going to be irrelevant and extinct. 

2. Imagination – Video allows you to stimulate peoples’ 
creative imaginations which get them thinking and 
talking about you. This makes you top of mind which 
is exactly where you want to be! 

3. Deliver – Video allows you to succinctly tell people 
exactly what you will deliver to them results wise; how 
your skills and expertise will add value to their lives 
and businesses. 

4. Educate – When you use video to educate others, they 
immediately see you as the industry expert which 
then positions you as the go to person in that industry. 
Just think what this will do for your public profile. 

5. Oh WOW – when I’m done using video to make you 
an industry expert everyone will say OH WOW. They 
will know that you’re a superstar. Your brand will be 
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burned into their brain which means more business 
and more money for you! 

The most powerful thing you can ever do is to make a decision! 
Decide today to position yourself as an expert in your industry 
and then call me because I will make this happen for you, one 
video at a time! 

Now, to answer your question around The HONEY™ System… 
As a creative director I spend a lot of time observing Nature. 
I’ve always been fascinated by insects, especially bees. Bees 
form a vitally important part of the ecosystem. If you take bees 
out of the equation, apparently humanity has but 4 years to 
live. Here’s why I chose the word ‘HONEY’ and it’s not just 
because I love bees and honey. 

• H = Horison --- this is the market place. Let’s think of a 
flower as your business and the petals, the pollen and 
the nectar are your products, goods and services. The 
bee is your client. So, what you want to do through 
branding is to make your flower as attractive as 
possible in order to attract as many clients as possible. 
When the bees come to your flower, they use it, they 
pollinate it and when they return to their beehive to 
make honey, what that represents for me, is the 
money which is deposited into your bank account. 

• O = Objective --- this is to set up the right brand 
strategy to attract clients, or bees. Key to this is 
understanding exactly who your customers are and 
how to connect with them. 

• N = Nurture --- this is my six step video marketing 
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strategy because once you’ve attracted a customer to 
you, you want to keep that customer simply because 
keeping an existing customer costs much less than 
does recruiting a new one. 

• E = Expansion --- this is the use of social media 
platforms for rapid expansion. 

• Y = Yield --- this is your return on investment. Here we 
evaluate how successful your video campaign was and 
using this knowledge we then fine tune future visual 
communication campaigns. 
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What’s often overlooked 

 

Question 24: When business owners who have existing video 
material come to you, and you assess this material, what do 
you typically find to be missing? 

 

Interesting question and rather tricky to answer! It all depends 
on whether they have made it themselves or had some other 
media company produce it for them. 

Generally, the greatest issues always lie with the composition 
of the picture and the frame. Amateurs don’t get the 
headroom right and so the people in frame don’t appear well 
positioned. It’s really very simple – what you see, must be 
pleasing to look at. If something looks wrong then it’s because 
the way the picture was composed, was wrong. The danger of 
getting your composition wrong is that instead of people’s 
attention being focused on your powerful visuals and 
engaging message, because the composition is wrong they 
sense this and therefore their attention is directed there. They 
find themselves trying to work out why the picture looks 
wrong. 

The upshot of this, of their knowing that there’s something 
wrong with the picture and how its presented, renders your 
message worthless. Remember the bad spend I mentioned in 
an earlier answer? Now that’s bad spend – that’s money 
thrown away and a branding opportunity gone a begging! 
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Another thing which is often not done correctly is the lighting. 
Using the electric lighting provided in a room is never 
adequate enough. Sometimes I’ve seen video production 
companies shoot material for clients and not take the time to 
set up proper lighting. The client doesn’t know better but to 
the trained eye and the pedantic creative producer, like me, 
this is a horror show and a total no-no! If the light is not right 
the picture becomes grainy and it’s just plain horrible. 

Another one of my bug-bears, gosh you really have me on my 
soap box with this answer, is that inexperienced video editors 
and producers don’t know how to turn content into sales. I do. 
What’s the point of spending money on a video if there isn’t a 
definite desired outcomes and top of mind has to be that your 
spend has to be driving a ROI strategy, much like my Six Step 
Video Strategy does. 

Chris, did you know that you can enhance your sales with 
visuals? 

Visuals are one of the most important parts of your website’s 
sales pages. I have never encountered a successful, results 
creating sales page that did not have some sort of visual 
element to it. Sure, your website copy is important, but unless 
you have those visuals which draw people in, which keep them 
on your pages, they will not stay on your site long enough to 
read your valuable content. 

Here are five tips on how you can boost your website’s visuals: 

Filler 

Filler is absolutely the worst thing you can do for your 
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sales pages. You will be surprised at how many 
marketers still do it. Just because you have a blank 
space does not mean it has to be filled. You should 
ONLY add elements to your page which will contribute 
towards a sale. If something is not going to have an 
impact on the decision of a customer then you simply 
should not use it. 

Human Touch 

You should always add a bit of a human touch to your 
sales pages. People absolutely love knowing that they 
are dealing with a real person; they do not want to 
deal with a faceless company. You should always add 
a human face to your sales pages - give them that 
human connection. 

Images 

Got any great images? If yes, use them and give them 
clever captions. Tell the reader what the image shows; 
it does not matter whether this is obvious or not. The 
idea here is to use captions to stimulate sales a little 
bit more. You want to invoke visitor curiosity. Using 
captions well, WILL benefit you in the long run. 

Position 

Always test the positioning of your images. You want 
your images to be positioned so that they are 
immediately noticed, but you do not want them in a 
place which will stop a person from reading your text. 
This is something you really are going to have to test 
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and re-test as there is no ‘right or wrong way’ to deal 
with this. 

Videos 

Veer away from just using still images and use videos 
too. Videos allow you to deliver your message in a 
different, more engaging way. Well-planned and 
produced videos actually increase your sales. 
Marketers who succeed in getting their clients to use 
good quality videos supported by well-written scripts, 
report a significant boost in the conversions of sales. 
Keep your videos short and snappy though as make 
them visually very appealing! 

That’s how you can begin to increase your sales with visuals 
and if you work with me I’ll take this to a whole new level for 
you. 
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The corporate video 

 

Question 25: Mike, earlier on when I was questioning you 
about what everyone colloquially refers to as the corporate 
video, much to my surprise you said that the corporate video 
really is a thing of the past. Why so? 

 

Corporate video as we traditionally know it, has lost the 
popularity that it used to have. Corporate videos tended to be 
very generic and therefore they were never really created with 
the specific purpose to drive revenue. Today videos must have 
a specific purpose. We have moved way beyond them being a 
nice to have to them being a must-have and must-have’s, have 
to make you money else they soon become redundant. 

Today I produce awareness videos, educational videos, sales 
videos, customer retention videos, industry authority videos 
etc. One of the most important videos you can ever have is 
that video which creates trust with customers, which validates 
you and your business, which introduces you and your team 
and tells people why you do what you do and what you’re 
passionate about. Why? Because people buy from people, so 
whatever you do, find the budget to have a top quality video 
made which connects you with potential customers in such a 
way that they want to know more about you and even do 
business with you right there and then! 
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In front of the lens 

 

Question 26: You’re brilliant at coaching clients as to how to 
be confident and relaxed in front of the camera. What really 
intrigued me was that when making a video like the one you 
described in your previous answer, you now prefer to make 
use of an interview. Why? 

 

You’re asking all the right questions Chris. That’s a joke! Yes, 
to the best of my knowledge, I’m the first to be actively using 
interviews to help business owners get their online videos out 
there in a conversational, yet impactful, way. 

What I have discovered, is that asking the right questions 
really introduces a whole new angle to creating brilliant 
business videos. When you ask the right questions of the 
person whose business is being showcased in the video, you 
immediately get them to deliver the right answers. These are 
not wishy-washy answers but powerful answers spoken from 
the heart and this makes them and their message wholly 
authentic. 

A well-constructed interview is also far more relaxing for the 
person being interviewed. They are put at ease by the skilled 
interviewer – someone like you Chris, who does this all the 
time and knows how to create instant rapport with the client 
and therefore draw the very best out of him / her which makes 
him / her really shine. 
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Interviews are just the most fantastic way to introduce your 
company to people / an online audience, plus it keeps the 
viewer engaged as they realize there’s something going on 
here. Instead of a monologue, what they have is a dialogue 
and dialogue always wins hands-down when it comes to 
increasing video dwell time. 

An interview also keeps the video and the client, focused and 
moves away from a spray-and-pray approach. 
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Teach, teach, teach! 

 

Question 27: I want to explore educational videos more. Do 
these really work for small business owners and if yes, why? 

 

Let’s go back into ancient times when the Oracle existed. 
Before going in to battle the Greek generals would go and 
consult with the Oracle as to what the outcomes were going 
to be. Nowadays we have a very similar concept – it’s called 
Google and of course, there’s YouTube too. 

Educational videos are there to help people with knowledge 
around how to build things and what is needed for the job at 
hand. This is a very powerful way to interact and connect with 
someone and helps build trust with that person that you are 
indeed knowledgeable and not some cheap and nasty hack 
trying to pose as an expert. 

Today many people are searching for educational content and 
if you provide excellent content and have your search engine 
optimization work spot on, then you should pop up at the top 
of the webpage list which creates the immediate impression 
that you’re an expert on the topic. 

Let’s take a hardware store for example. They could be putting 
out a lot of content on how to successfully complete home DIY 
projects and they could also be helping the home owner with 
simple tips as to how to maintain his / her home better. Thing 
is, everybody has some specialized knowledge which they 
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easily share with others and when done properly and 
professionally, this positions them as the go to person for 
more information / expertise on this matter. 

The name for this is content marketing and what it allows you, 
a small business owner to do, is to position yourself in a way 
which serves others, in a way which is proactively helping 
others and therefore making your business and your brand top 
of mind. 

Where big corporates always won hands down in the past was 
at the distribution level. Thing is, this playing field has been 
levelled and what has levelled it, what has given the small 
business owner the same field to play on as the corporate 
does, has been the internet. Small business owners no longer 
have to go out and pay exorbitant advertising fees, using social 
media platforms and SEO and YouTube, they can be right up 
there with the big brands. Video gets them there. 
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Attention to detail 

 

Question 28: You’ve alluded to the importance of editing and 
that every great video had a great editor work on it. I don’t 
think many business owners even give much throught to the 
importance of who edits their video. Does editing really make 
or break the finished product? 

 

Yes, yes, yes. Without a great editor your video will at best be 
ordinary. A good editor brings your visuals and message to life. 
You can never underestimate the importance of having your 
material edited by someone who understands this craft – and 
note my choice of word – as it is a craft. 

Right off the mark, understand that video editing is perhaps 
one of the hardest skills to master. Since the inception of video 
and film, everybody who produces an exceptional video has 
been a professional editor, learning their craft through 
thousands of hours of trial and error to eventually get to 
where they want to be. Even when they do reach an advanced 
stage, there are still untold skills to learn, and even top 
Hollywood video editors consider themselves as still in the 
learning process. 

Even with the advanced video editing software around today 
and the technology used in video editing, it isn’t anywhere 
near as simple as many people believe it to be. The commonly 
used software still takes hundreds, if not thousands of hours 
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to become proficient at, and that’s if you have a good teacher. 
Of course it’s easy to overlook this with the invention of 
YouTube and so many poorly edited videos around, but if you 
want to make something truly exceptional, you have to know 
exactly what you’re are doing all the way through the process. 

So what are the marks of a great edit? 

Well, the essentials are fantastic pre-planning and a great 
story. By pre-planning we mean that the video has to be 
extensively planned from start to finish – everything has to be 
written down, clearly understood and ready to go – with not a 
single frame missing. Indeed, this can take quite some time – 
but it is always clear to see whether an editor has planned 
exactly what they are doing or has just edited anything and 
everything. 

What you must always remember is that a great story is the 
lynchpin of a fantastic edit. With a poor storyline, it doesn’t 
matter if the editing is top notch, the actors are superstars or 
the budget is huge – it will always be painful to watch. Indeed, 
there is nothing more embarrassing than putting lots of effort 
into everything and having a badly written story, as viewers 
will disregard everything else and comment on how bad the 
story was. 

Finally, a good edit should be completely unnoticeable to the 
untrained eyes. That’s right – it shouldn’t stand out at all. 
When people watch the video, they shouldn’t be talking about 
the edit, how well the frames linked together, what the special 
effects were like or how the voices worked with the scene, but 
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they should be talking about the story, the concept and the 
actors. 
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Do or die 

 

Question 29: Even after all the great answers you’ve given, 
guaranteed there are still uncertainties in the minds of some 
entrepreneurs as to whether video will work for them. There 
will always be those doubting Thomas’ out there who will not 
be convinced that video is worthwhile? How do you answer 
them? 

 

Okay Chris, let me deliver the coup de grace now. As online 
video continues its inimitable rise, this is the perfect 
interesting question to close out this book with. 

By 2017, video will account for 69% of all consumer internet 
traffic, according to Cisco. Video-on-demand traffic alone will 
have almost trebled. As I review all the material around the 
growth of video, I'm hard pressed to find any indicator that 
doesn't suggest rapid growth. 

With online video quickly becoming a key means for people to 
satisfy their information and entertainment needs, small 
businesses that fail to include it in their internet marketing 
strategies will do so at their peril. 

Video is the future of content marketing. That is, if it's not 
already the here and now. Various studies show more than 
half of companies are already making use of the medium – a 
figure that's predicted to rise as more and more realise the 
possibilities. Nielsen claims 64% of marketers expect video to 
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dominate their strategies in the near future. It's not difficult to 
see why now is it? 

When it comes to potential reach, video is peerless. YouTube 
receives more than one billion unique visitors every month – 
that's more than any other channel, apart from Facebook. One 
in three people in the UK view at least one online video a week 
right now, that's a weekly audience of more than 20 million 
people alone. Video can give you access to all this. Video done 
well can give you a slice of it – it’s how you become an instant 
global player, it’s how you put yourself out there. What other 
form of content can do the same for you and your business? 
There isn’t one! 

Think of all the success stories of videos that have gone viral. 
A recent campaign from Volkswagen, for example, saw a trio 
of its videos viewed a combined 155 million times. If such 
numbers seem out of reach for companies without 12-figure 
revenue streams, they at least demonstrate video's inherent 
shareability power. Engage viewers and they will share the 
video with others. They will spend longer on your website and 
more time interacting with your brand. For any social media 
campaign, any SEO exercise, video is without doubt one of the 
best tools in the kit. 

It is naturally engaging and, in an age of information overload, 
it's vital for small businesses to offer content that is easy to 
digest; if not, consumers will simply move on. Video does this 
very well. As I mentioned earlier in the book, if a picture paints 
1,000 words then one minute of video is worth 1.8 million 
words. Little wonder then that Axonn Research found seven in 

 



 

10 people view brands in a more positive light after watching 
interesting video content from them. Are you still being such a 
doubting Thomas now? Let me continue… 

Is video really possible for small businesses? Absolutely! Yes! 
Yes! Yes! Emphatically, three time over, YES! 

Production costs have fallen significantly in recent years and 
you can work with industry expert like me without it costing 
you an arm and a leg. If you're to realise a decent return on 
your video investment, you will need to bear the following in 
mind. Always consider the audience you are trying to reach 
and ensure the video is relevant to them. If it's not the most 
appropriate means of getting your message across, you are 
probably wasting your time. If what you’re trying to achieve 
through video won’t work, I’ll tell you right away. Why? 
Because I too am a business owner and so I too have to watch 
my company’s spend and ask whether its good spend or bad 
spend. I’d rather turn you away if video won’t work for you 
than accept you as a client knowing full well that I can’t deliver 
what you want. 

Whatever you do, do not neglect social media and be sure to 
promote yourself across multiple channels. If you want to fully 
realise video's potential, you must make it easy for users to 
find and share it. Don't neglect mobile either, as right now a 
tenth of all video plays happen on mobiles and tablets and so 
it's an ever increasingly important segment for you to target! 

So, if you’re not going to be part of this global happening trend 
then you’re going to miss out and become extinct, simple as 
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that! Then there is also the other aspect of time – people just 
don’t have time any more. A great video respects time, 
because it gets your message across quickly and efficiently. 

You will be hard pressed to find another medium through 
which you will be able to communicate as effectively with your 
clients and video also allows you to engage with more than 
one client at a time which saves you time and of course, 
money. When you merely hear or read something, 72 hours 
afterwards, you’re lucky if you can remember 10% of what you 
heard or read. However, with video, your recall of the same 
material, goes up to 68% after 72 hours – that’s a massive leap. 

If you want people to remember your brand, your message, 
your products and your why in business, video is undoubtedly 
the way to go! 

If after all this you still don’t think that video ought to be 
mandatory business spend, then so be it. I wish you and your 
business well. 

To those clients who do understand what video will do for 
your business, I’m excited to receive your call, have that cup 
of coffee and start working with you. 
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